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synoPsis
Questions
a white seat. That neutral, recurrent and silent presence accompanies
the weft of a documentary that wants to take stock of the situation on
aIDS, the pandemic that has swept up our century. Not a disease like
another, but a phenomenon that since the early years has exceeded the
medical area, upsetting the customs. It created deep feelings of
suspicion or solidarity and changed the way we interact. Today, after 25
years from the first cases, it is time to watch behind us to understand
what has happened. how our society has changed? what has
happened to a civilization infected by moods, pain and desperation,
made by this virus?
where do we meet and live aIDS? which place does it take in our
existence? and finally: can this tragedy represent an opportunity for the
humanity, too?

topics
Sharing these questions with the protagonists of this pandemic, some
topics about the circulation of virus uprise:
lifestyles and changes they had suffered from the customs’ liberation in
the 70’s to the birth of bareback, unprotected sexual experience lived in
consciousness of the risk.
impact on society and on lives, memories of young sick people, the
nightmare of a lonely death in fear and condemnation from a terrorized
social context.
incredible scientific development, the arrival of medicines that can save
lifes without hope until that moment, the research for vaccine,
affordability of therapy, future of the illness.
roles of doctors and people living with hiv, emotions of a battle against a
disease that is also a social phenomenon, lack of an efficient politics,
history of groups unfortunately hit by the infection, gay, drug addicts,
heterosexuals…
and, above all, lives, traces recorded in people experience by the ride of
the desease.

framing
Two cameras, two points of view. The first very near, in order to capture
each whisper, each minimal detail, the voice crack or the hoarse feeling.
The other more distant and discreet, overhearing the wide whispers of
feelings and their connections with the general sense, in order to remind us
where we are and what we are doing. Two overviews observing the silent,
slowly costant voyage of an imperturbable chair, fixed in its immobile scale,
but also sweet and homey like a womb, that gives hospitality to the main
actors of different stories. on the background, behind the chair, many
common spaces, public and private places, hosting our everyday lives. a
museum, a market, in a square, on the seashore, a cage of giraffes, a wine
cellar, life continues with his slow and indifferent flow. Nothing ever
completely stop and reflect, time doesn’t untie its grip.

People
Stories and faces of people, very different the one from another: doctors,
advocates, operators in the medical area, showmen, but also common
people. franco Grillini, honorary president of Italian national gay
association, Livia turco, former health Minister and Barbara ensoli, holder
of the research of Italian vaccine against aids, assalti fontali, rap band,
alessandra cerioli, lila President... everyone represents himself in front of
some questions about aids, happiness, life and sex. without any
introduction or presentation, everyone will sink their hands, in an original
way, in a mix of thoughts, stories and descriptions. everyone will show us +
o – the truth…

whAt the Authors sAy
listening is probably one of the few things I feel I know how to do.
Maybe because I am perpetually thirsty about stories and lives. Probably
I am thirsty because I never have enough story inside me. So I’ve
learned that you can use a camera, you can put a microphone, and
sometimes, thanking to tecnique, you can fix new colours in the reality.
To document. In this case the document is not aids. Nor the therapies.
Neither the desease. But thoughts and emotions about the desease. and
I think this is what really matters. like all the questions that aids is
carrying on. Questions of life. Questions often about love. Questions
about how a free virus can change perspective and course of existence.
To document means to collect voices and faces that were been waiting to
speak since a lot of time to give a sense to something that is apparently
nonsense.
andrea adriatico

a documentary to tell how aids has influenced last 25 years of our history,
consciously or unconsciously. No disease before aids has created such
a big reaction: fear, suspect, panic, but also solidariety, involvement,
mobilization. feelings are shown extraordinarily in people life, but, as
they are violently involved, also in people far away from virus. for
example, someone can remeber that during the early years of aids age,
some bars decided to give coffee in “throwaway” cups, and decided to
get off common sugar-bowl. aids is hidden in elementary and
apparently insignificant behaviours like these, infiltrated as a
background rumour of our social relationships, getting souspicious,
pulling apart what was in contact before.
and it’s the same for sex: such a natural issue has been invaded by the
need of protection, and a collective trauma hides behind this event, a
trauma we need to analyse in order to better understand ourselves.
Nowadays, when the paroxysm about the disease has calmed down
and silence upraises showing all its danger, now it’s time to look back
and try to understand why the consequences of this viral infection are
even bigger than the tragic numbers that epidemiologists tell us.
Now, a terrible event like aids can be useful to get consciousness. This

Now, a terrible event like aids can be useful to get consciousness. This
is the beginning of my work: to try to find in aids experience an opportunity
we can’t waste.
giulio maria corbelli

Aids: A ChronoloGy
the origin. The beginning of ’80s. years of hedonism, where the
desire of community, typical of the previous decade, survives: there is a
big desire to share things and stay together. Sharing bodies in free
sexual relationships, sharing instruments during drug experience. hiv
arrives in this contest, like a dark and indeterminate maker of dead,
creating separation and suspect. It’s 1981 when in the U.S. some atypical
cases of cancer were described among homosexuals. It’s named “grid –
Gay related immuno deficency”, later known as aids.
the answer of institutions. In 1983 in Paris, the researcher luc
Montagnier identifies the virus bearer of a very infective disease, called
acquired immune deficiency syndrome. The consequences of this
epidemy are still uncertain: in 1984 the U.S. Secretary of the State for
heallth announces: “we hope to have a vaccine ready to test in about
two years”.
Immediately, the most simple thing is to identify it as the desease of drug
addicts and homosexuals. Relegating the problem to these categories
only, medical institutions don’t have a real responsibility in facing the
problem. In Italy, in 1987, the health Minister carlo Donat cattin sends
the infamous letter to Italians that recommends chastity. he said: “you
get aids if you look for trouble”. So, the first prevention campaign will
arrive only many years after, with Minister De lorenzo.

Aids and show business. In 1985 actor Rock hudson’s death
underlines a turning-point in consciousness raising. while institutions
are silent, the showbiz starts to talk in books, films, interviews, trying to
topple conspiracy of silence. The first red ribbons begin to appear on the
jackets of popular people. cinema, first af all, starts to use its language
to tell. The first film speaking about aids, always in 1985, is an early
frost, followed by once more by Paul vecchiali in france. But with
Philadelphia, hollywood tackles sensationally the issue during the first
years of 90’s, while in france cyril collard explains his autobiographical
in Savage Nights. In 1991 freddy Mercury dies, consumed by aids,
under the world’s eyes.

resurrection. In 1996, the results on firts persons treated with the
new “tritherapy”, a cocktail with three antiretrovirals, are presented at
world aids congress in vancouver. Something is changing. In
departments of infectious diseases, where usually a lot of people with aids
die, now they start to turn up, and go out in good health. here is the
“lazarus syndrome” that marks lifes of “resurrected” people. from now
on, the problem moves to handling hundreds and thousands of people
living with the virus: medicine production becomes a great business for
pharmaceutical industry. But in poor countries that can’t pay for
medicines, hiv continues to be the main cause of death.
unconscious generations. when diagnosis of aids stops to be
a sentence of death, people attitudes change radically. Media leaves
behind aids, institutions (especially the Italian ones) launch small and not
incisive campaigns. The absence of public information creates a situation
in which nobody tell young people the importance of using condoms as
prevention instruments. and so, two generations between the end of 90’s
and the first part of 2000 discover sexual experience with no information
at all. only in january 2008 a new official campaign about aids will talk
about condom use again.
Meanwhile thousands of young people are grown up in the illusion that
aids is not a problem.

bios
Andrea Adriatico has directed two films and some short films
presented in most important international festivals, like venice International
film festival and Berlin International film festival. his first feature film, Il
vento, di sera (The wind, in the evening, 2004) with corso Salani, was
presented in europe, america and australia. The second film all’amore
assente (andres and Me, 2007), with Massimo Poggio, francesca d’aloja,
Milena vukotic, won jury Prize at annecy cinéma Italien.
In parallel at cinema’s works, adriatico has been working in theatre,
becoming one of most creative directors of 90’s generation. In 1993 he
founded a new theatre in Bologna, Teatri di vita, in which he continues to
produce his shows, often based on playwriters like koltès, Pasolini,
Mishima, cocteau, copi, Beckett. In 2007 he directed in venice le serve di
goldoni, produced by Biennale Teatro. he presented his works also in
different european countries.
filMs

all'amore assente (andres and me, 2007)
51° london International film festival
Special jury Prize at annecy festival
il vento, di sera (the Wind, in the evening, 2004)
54° Berlin International film festival – forum
Pugni e su di me si chiude un cielo (short, 2002)
59° venice International film festival
L'auto del silenzio (short, 2002)
anarchie, quel che resta di liberté, égalité, fraternite ́(short, 2000)

Giulio Maria Corbelli, free lance journalist, for many years has
been content manager in the most important Italian gay web site
“gay.it”. he wrote for magazines like “Babilonia” and “Pride” before
working in scientific journalism. Now he is editor of "anlaids Notizie",
house organ of one of the most important Italian association for the
fight against aids, and he works also as press office for it. he worked
also in media world and in live shows.

raffaella Cavalieri, photographer for “Iguana Press” agency in
Bologna, works especially for showbiz. She is author of cd covers of
many Italian songwriters and musicians and worked with many Italian
and foreign writers, like Daniel chavarria, Pino cacucci, Paolo Ignacio
Tàibo and Stefano Tassinari. She co-operates since many years with
andrea adriatico like photograher on stage for drama performances and
for cinematographic works.
Massimo Zamboni, historical name of Italian rock, was founder and
guitarist of cccP band in 1981 and subsequently of cSI. after group
dissolution, he continued his activity as a writer and musician. In 2004 his
first album as soloist, sorella sconfitta, was launched, feauturing Nada,
lalli, fiamma fumana and the soprano Marina Parente, followed by live
album L’apertura, in 2005, with Nada. In 2008 he issues L’inerme e
l’imbattibile, a multimedial project with mixed music, images and words.
zamboni has created several soundtracks for movies like Passano i soldati
by luca gasparini, Benzina by Monica Stambrini, Velocità massima and
L’orizzonte degli eventi by Daniele vicari.
Angela baraldi makes her debut as a musician in the ‘80s and in
1990 she issues her opening album Viva. She takes part to Sanremo
festival in 1993 (winning the critics award) and then releases four albums.
She starts her career as an actress in the film come due coccodrilli (1994)
by giacomo campiotti. In 2005 she comes back to the cinema with Quo
vadis baby? by gabriele Salvatores (flaiano Prize as best debut actress,
efebo d’oro Prize and Silver Iris at Montreal film festival) and in the tv
serial Quo vadis baby? after the success of the movie. Then, she is
involved again in theatre, with different directors like lucio Dalla and
andrea adriatico (in the sisters in Law by Tremblay and rockaby by
Beckett).
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